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Project 
Overview

 Design an exhibit as part of the program Sites of 
Translation in the Multilingual Midwest

 Research the history of the Philippines and its literature

 Identify additional materials for use in exhibit

 Create wall panels and a layout for the display of 
physical materials



Exhibit Objectives 
and Personal Goals

 Educate visitors on history, literature, and 
translation in the Philippines

 Showcase the U-M library collections

 Expand my knowledge about the history and 
literature of the Philippines
 Learn practical skills related to exhibit design



Challenges and Solutions



#1

CHALLENGE

 Lack of access to the physical materials 

SOLUTION

 Digital scans, cardboard boxes, and 
index cards



#2

CHALLENGE

 Design accessibility and relative size

SOLUTION

 A contrast check and a reality check

Presenter
Objects on laptop screen may be larger than they appearI had to add materials and add some placeholders as well



Evolution of 
a Wall Panel
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#3

CHALLENGE

Working from home - too few coworkers 
and too many distractions

SOLUTION

 Roommates and picnic tables



The Final Product(s)













Lessons Learned

 The history of the Philippines

 Perfectionism: a double-edged sword

What is history, who writes it, and why 
that matters

Presenter
What is history? Tell story about the photos of the bodies, then say, keeping this in mind is important because of my future career in museums, because we can see how it affected the politics of the Philippines in the past, and it affects politics today, as twisting the narrative has become a source of profit and power. 



The Future of the Project
Hopefully, it will be possible to safely visit the exhibit in 
its final form in the Clark Library on the second floor of 
Hatcher Graduate starting in January, 2021. 



Questions?


